Statement of participation at the event Kozakov Challenge 2020 (20.7. – 26.7. 2020)
I, signed below, state, that I participate at race Challenge 2020 (20.7. – 26.7. 2020)
exclusively at my own risk and after considering the nature of the event, possible risks and consequences. I'm
aware that damage to healtgh or property can occur during the race.
I further state I'm aware that by recieving the press pass I get the exclusive access into the special photo zone,
where the organizators can't guarantee absolute safety. Movement in this zone is conditioned by wearing a
reflective vest. I state I won't held the organizatos accountable for any accident, injury or loss, which may
happen in relation with taking photographs in the zone. If third party causes any damage to me, I state I will
demand settlement for this third party, not for the organizators. If any loss, damage or theft of the property
happens during the event, I won't held the organizators responsible.
If any crash with rider happens to me ith consequences of the damage on the photographic equipment, I won't
held neither the organizators, not the rider responsible.
I accept, that I release Czech Gravity Sports Association, o.s., IC: 26566313 located at adrdress Ve
Smečkách 1326/11, Prague 1, 110 00, from liability, whch includes lost, damage (including damage to
health), costs, fees, attorney's fees, recovering the amounts, court judgements, fees paid at court settlement,
losses of profits, sanctions or any other expenses which can be cause by:
1)
2)
3)
4)

My participation in race Kozakov Challenge 2020
Participation of other racers, onlookers, road users or thrd parties.
Any accident during the above race or its preparation
My disobedience of organizers, same as violations of the laws of the Czech republic

Rules above are related to the duration of the race Kozakov Challenge 2020, so in the days 20.7.2020 –
26.7.2020, and are valid even in the case that appropriate accountability occurs before or after the event.
I state further, that in case the third party will ask the organizers for any compenstaion for any loss, damage
(including damage to health), costs, fees, attorney's fees, recovering the amounts, court judgements, fees paid
at court settlement, losses of profits, sanctions or any other expenses which can be caused by reasons listed in
points (1) or (4), I undertake to fully indemnify the organizers.
I state further I am familiar with organizers' instructions, according to which is race being held, and I promise
to behave according to these instructions without any exception. I understand, that any activities and dealing
at the place of the race, which can't be assessed as participation in the race, are my personal issue and the
organizers aren't responsible for those and their consequences.
I'm aware that this statement is mandatory and any legal relations between me and Czech Gravity Sports
Association o.s. is subordinated to the Czech law. In case, that any dispute concerning this statement or rights
and obligations resulting from this statement can't be settled amicably, this dispute will be decided in
arbitration accoding to the Order and Rules of Arbitration Court attached to the Economic Chamber of the
Czech republic and Agricultural Chamber of the Czech republic by one arbitrator. The arbitration will be
conducted in Czech and be held in Prague.
I further commit myself that I'll provide the organizators with pictures taken at the race till 15.8.2020 and they
can further use them for the commercial use them while stating a photographer's credit.
Signature.................................
Name.......................................
Date........................................

